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Acute and Long-Term Impact of Chemical Weapons: Lessons from the Iran-Iraq War


ABSTRACT: Chemical weapons have given the human experience of warfare a uniquely terrifying quality that has inspired a general repugnance and led to periodic attempts to ban their use. Nevertheless, since ancient times, toxic agents have been consistently employed to kill and terrorize target populations. The evolution of these weapons is examined here in ways that may allow military, law enforcement, and scientific professionals to gain a perspective on conditions that, in the past, have motivated their use—both criminally and as a matter of national policy during military campaigns. Special emphasis is placed on the genocidal use of chemical weapons by the regime of Saddam Hussein, both against Iranians and on Kurdish citizens of his own country, during the Iran-Iraq War of 1980–88. The historical development of chemical weapons use is summarized to show how progressively better insight into biochemistry and physiology was adapted to this form of warfare. Major attributes of the most frequently used chemical agents and a description of how they affected military campaigns are explained. Portions of this review describing chemical-casualty care devote particular focus to Iranian management of neurotoxic (nerve) agent casualties due to the unique nature of this experience. Both nerve and blistering “mustard” agents were used extensively against Iranian forces. However, Iran is the only nation in history to have sustained large-scale attacks with neurotoxic weapons. For this reason, an understanding of the successes and failures of countermeasures to nerve-agent use developed by the Iranian military are particularly valuable for future civil defense and military planning. A detailed consideration of these strategies is therefore considered. Finally, the outcomes of clinical research into severe chronic disease triggered by mustard-agent exposure are examined in the context of the potential of these outcomes to determine the etiology of illness among US and Allied veterans of the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
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INTRODUCTION — Moral, Ethical, and Practical Perspectives on the Use of Chemical and Biological Weapons

The use of poisonous substances to gain tactical or strategic advantage during wartime has traditionally evoked a sense of repugnance among military personnel and civilians alike. Nevertheless, such moral reservations are counterbalanced by recognition that failure to use these weapons may mean military defeat.

This perspective is captured very succinctly by Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman in the introduction to their landmark book, first published in 1982, A Higher Form of Killing: The Secret History of Chemical and Biological Warfare, which provides an elegant and lucid description of the unique combination of political events and technical advances that have driven the evolution of chemical and biological weapons in modern times [53].

Soldiers interviewed for this book described the unique horror evoked by use of these weapons that transcended the fear of other means of death or injury in combat. The ability of a pervasive and invisible agent to inflict particularly gruesome injury with little or no warning, and often with no means of escape, is viewed by many military personnel as “dirty” warfare, infused with an intrinsic evil not accorded to other weapons systems [53].

I. HISTORICAL USE OF CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

A. Ancient Precedent for Chemical and Biological Weapons Use

Substantial historic precedent for military use of both biological agents and toxicants has been documented. For example, the Assyrians employed weaponized poisons in their campaigns, becoming well known for use of various toxic fungi to contaminate enemy water supplies, with accounts of such incidents dating to 600 B.C.E. [76]. The ancient Hellenic nation states also became adept at creative use of toxic substances, including a rudimentary form of napalm known as “Greek Fire”, which was often used with devastating effectiveness during battles such as the siege of Athens by Sparta in 423 B.C.E. during the Peloponnesian War [76]. This preparation made from a blend of sulfur and pitch was used by Byzantine defenders of Constantinople in 673 C.E. to set fire to Saracen ships participating in the attack on the city [76].

Interest in alchemy, and the gradual emergence of insight into evidence-based physical science, motivated further advances in weaponization of toxicants in the following centuries. A notable contributor to this trend during the Renaissance was Leonardo da Vinci, who
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